Influence of multiscale and curved structures on the migration of stem cells.
Understanding how topographical cues can control cell behavior is a major fundamental question which is of particular interest for implant design. Recent findings show that cell-scale curvature, as well as nanoscale topography, can affect different aspects of cell migration. However, the correlation between specific curvature radii and cell behavior, as well as the combinatorial effect of nanoscale topography and cell-scale curvature, has not yet been investigated. Herein, the authors employ a new femtosecond laser ablation method to generate multiscale topographical patterns directly on titanium surfaces. The process allows us to produce microgrooves of specific curvature imprinted with oriented nanotopographical features called Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS). The authors show that curved grooves stimulate the stem cell migration speed in comparison to flat or linear grooves. The fastest velocities are observed on 75 μm curvature radius, whereas cells migrating on 125 μm curvatures exhibit a lower speed similar to the ones migrating on straight lines. Double replicas of these grooves allow us to mask the LIPSS while keeping identical the cell-scale pattern, therefore permitting to uncouple the effect of nanoscale and microscale topographies. The authors found that the presence of nanoscale topographies improves the reading of microgrooves curvature by cells. Altogether, this work shows that the combination of specific curvatures together with nanopatterning can control the velocity of migrating stem cells and promote the use of femtosecond laser ablation in the context of surface implant design.